W e present findings in an 18-year-old female patient with a double-inlet single ventricle 12 years after extracardic total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC) 1 who also presented with a Waldhausen repair of aortic coarctation. To evaluate arterial and venous anatomy and to assess time-resolved 3-dimensional (3D) blood flow in the venous and pulmonary system, flow-sensitive 4-dimensional magnetic resonance (MR) imaging was performed on a routine 3T MR system (Magnetom TRIO, Siemens, Germany; flip angleϭ15°, velocity sensitivityϭ150 cm/s, spatial resolution 2.4ϫ1.8ϫ2.8 mm 3 , echo time (TE)ϭ2.5 ms, repetition time (TR)ϭ5.0 ms, temporal resolutionϭ40.0 ms, prospective ECG gating, respiratory navigator gating). 2 Flow-sensitive 4D MR imaging cannot only be used for the analysis of blood flow but also to derive additional information on vascular geometry by the calculation of a 3D phase contrast (PC) MR angiography. In contrast to conventional contrast-enhanced arterial MR angiography, 3D PC-MR angiography was used to depict venous and arterial structures within the same data volume and acquisition (see Figure 1) . Moreover, the resulting images can be combined with 3D blood flow visualization to analyze the spatially coregistered vascular hemodynamics and anatomy (see Figure 2) . 
W e present findings in an 18-year-old female patient with a double-inlet single ventricle 12 years after extracardic total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC) 1 who also presented with a Waldhausen repair of aortic coarctation. To evaluate arterial and venous anatomy and to assess time-resolved 3-dimensional (3D) blood flow in the venous and pulmonary system, flow-sensitive 4-dimensional magnetic resonance (MR) imaging was performed on a routine 3T MR system (Magnetom TRIO, Siemens, Germany; flip angleϭ15°, velocity sensitivityϭ150 cm/s, spatial resolution 2.4ϫ1.8ϫ2.8 mm 3 , echo time (TE)ϭ2.5 ms, repetition time (TR)ϭ5.0 ms, temporal resolutionϭ40.0 ms, prospective ECG gating, respiratory navigator gating). 2 Flow-sensitive 4D MR imaging cannot only be used for the analysis of blood flow but also to derive additional information on vascular geometry by the calculation of a 3D phase contrast (PC) MR angiography. In contrast to conventional contrast-enhanced arterial MR angiography, 3D PC-MR angiography was used to depict venous and arterial structures within the same data volume and acquisition (see Figure 1) . Moreover, the resulting images can be combined with 3D blood flow visualization to analyze the spatially coregistered vascular hemodynamics and anatomy (see Figure 2 ). Three-dimensional flow connectivity mapping was based on the calculation of 3D streamlines depicting the direction of blood flow as traces along the measured velocity vector field at a given time within the cardiac cycle (EnSight software, CEI, Apex, NC). Instead of following the path of the blood flow along the direction of the flow as described before, 3,4 3D flow connectivity mapping uses both backward and forward tracing of blood flow. By placing emitter planes in the left and right pulmonary arteries (LPA and RPA), we were able to identify the vascular origin of LPA and RPA filling.
We present images from 3D PC-MR angiography ( Figure  1) , which shows the altered anatomy of the central thoracic vessels and the direct connection of the inferior vena cava (IVC) and superior vena cava to the pulmonary artery. Three-dimensional flow connectivity mapping is illustrated in Figure 2 for the anterior (A) and posterior (B) view of the TCPC. Emitter planes used to initiate streamline calculation were placed in the proximal right and left pulmonary artery. Color coding of the resulting streamlines was used to visualize flow pathways from the venous system into the RPA (red) and LPA (blue). The resulting images, which can be viewed as movies in the online-only Data Supplement (Movies I and II), show a filling of the RPA by both the IVC and superior vena cava, whereas the LPA is predominantly filled by the IVC.
These findings are inconsistent with earlier reports and suggest that blood flow in single-ventricle patients after TCPC might be more complex than previously thought. 5, 6 Numerous reports on model simulations 7 and in vivo follow-up examinations after TCPC have been presented before. However, optimal predictors are still missing for the long-term outcome and an optimization of the procedure to reduce secondary complications such as ventricular dysfunction, thromboembolism, arrhythmias, or proteinlosing enteropathy. 5, 6, 8 New diagnostic tools such as flow-sensitive 4D MR imaging 2, 9 and 3D flow connectivity mapping might help in identifying the extent of superior and inferior caval vein contribution to pulmonary blood flow. They potentially permit a more precise monitoring of vascular hemodynamics in order to identify and prevent secondary complications in the follow up after TCPC.
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